
 

 
 

January 3, 2014 
 
 
 

Via email and Hand-delivery 
 
Robert G. Mool 
Office of Legal Counsel, Department of Natural Resources 
One Natural Resources Way 
Springfield, IL 62702-1271 
bob.mool@illinois.gov 
 
Re:  Proposed administrative rules implementing the Hydraulic Fracturing Regulatory Act: TITLE 62: 
MINING, CHAPTER I: DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, PART 245 

 
Dear Mr. Mool: 
 

Please accept these comments from the Sierra Club Illinois Chapter concerning the proposed 
rules implementing the Hydraulic Fracturing Regulatory Act (“the Act”). We represent 23,000 Illinois 
Sierra Club members, several thousand of whom have also submitted their own individual comments on 
these proposed rules. 
 

High-volume horizontal fracturing, or “fracking,” is a dangerous practice that, unfortunately, is 
currently exempt from some of our most important federal environmental protections. This puts a great 
burden on states, and here in Illinois on the Department, to be the lead regulators of this dangerous 
practice.  The safest and best approach for Illinois would be to enact a moratorium on the practice so that 
we can learn more from other states’ experiences, and ongoing scientific and health research.  However, 
we realize that, if fracking is to occur in Illinois, we must adopt the strongest possible regulations to 
protect ourselves.  We view the new protections required by the Act not as the ultimate, or even sufficient 
regulations, but a bare minimum that should be strengthened over time.    

 
We appreciate the work done to date to develop these proposed rules, and the efforts to collect 

and consider public input on them.  However, we have serious concerns that the proposed rules do not 
reflect the minimum required by the Act, and will not provide the basic protections needed to protect the 
public and environment.  
 

Over the last six weeks, the public has spoken loudly and clearly that we need significant changes 
to these proposed rules.  At hearings in southern, central, and northern Illinois, speaker after speaker 
pointed out problems with the current draft and made suggestions for major improvements.  Thousands 
have echoed these sentiments in their written comments. Please consider these, and other, suggestions for 
changes necessary to provide a minimum level of protection to citizens and their water supplies.  No 
amount of regulation can ever make fracking safe, but the stronger Illinois' regulations are, the better 
protected our communities, water supply, air quality, and health will be. 

 
Over the last six weeks we have heard many suggestions for necessary improvements to these 

proposed rules. We agree that improvements are needed in many areas.  Our comments will focus on two 
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of these areas in particular –enforcement public participation provisions.   
 

ENFORCEMENT 
 
Illinois must make it very clear that those who would bend or break the law would face severe penalties 
and fines. Given the nature of the activities permitted under these rules (the possible injection of toxic 
chemicals through underground public water supplies, potential releases of contaminants to air and water 
at the land’s surface) and the extreme difficulty and expense of remediating problems resulting from 
unlawful activity; the enforcement provisions of these rules must act as an overwhelming deterrent 
to potentially bad actors, and as hard and firm signals to all that noncompliance is not an option. 
 
The penalties in the draft proposed rules fall far short of this standard. It is imperative that penalties for 
violations are substantial enough to discourage non-compliance. At a minimum, fines should exceed any 
economic advantage gained by breaking the law. That is the standard practice for violations of the Illinois 
Environmental Protection Act, and at least the same should apply to these rules. To avoid situations where 
operators simply view administrative and operational penalties as a cost of doing business, the penalty 
amounts must exceed any economic benefits realized by the violation in addition to the actual cost to the 
Department to administer the penalties.  This standard should be the minimum, not the maximum penalty.  
The Department’s authority to impose unlimited penalties would provide the most protective deterrent.  
Additionally, as we explain below under Subsection 245.1140 (f) the entirely civil penalty phase of the 
rules fails to meet the objective of the law and must be corrected. 
 
In addition to financial penalties, the rules should be strengthened to facilitate the revocation and 
suspension of permits at the discretion of the Department.  Permittees should be aware, in the design, 
engineering, and operation stages of their activity, that they face suspension or termination of work if they 
fail to meet standards. While Section 1-60(a)(2) of the Act clearly states the Department’s authority to 
revoke or suspend a permit for violating any condition of the permit, reference to revocation and 
suspension in the Rules is inconsistent and not completely clear.  
 
 
Subsection 245.1120 (c)(1)(A-E) and (2)(A). The penalty amounts for administrative and operating 
violations in this subsection appear to be very low. How were they calculated? Performing a quick 
calculation based on an average Department employee annual wage (not counting health, pension and 
other expenses) of $90,000 per annum, $50 barely covers one hour’s time of one staff person. If the 
Director or legal staff is involved, $50 represents less that one hour’s time. Penalties should be larger and 
without caps, and must be sufficient to discourage operator non-compliance. In addition, if rigorous 
enforcement led to costs to the Department that became unsustainable under the proposed penalty 
scheme, it could potentially create a disincentive for staff to discover and pursue violations of the Act. 
Costs of enforcement also must not result in a drain on the resources available to the Department to 
execute its other important missions. 
 
Subsection 245.1140 (f) states: “Any person who violates this Part may also be liable for a civil penalty 
as defined in Section 1-101 of the Act….” (Emphasis added.) The law however, clearly states a civil 
penalty is not an option. From the Act, Section 1-101(a): “Except as otherwise provided in this Section, 
any person who violates any provision of this Act or any rule or order adopted under this Act or any 
permit issued under this Act shall be liable for a civil penalty....” (Emphasis added.) One of the strengths 
of the law is meaningful civil, and when applicable, criminal penalties. Changing “shall” to “may” 
materially weakens this provision and leaves the door open to loopholes and inadequate penalties levied. 
If penalties are not high enough to discourage violations we run the risk of non-compliance becoming a 
routine cost of doing business. Therefore, it is imperative that the word “may” be revised to the word 
“shall” in Section 245.1140(f). 
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 
 
Public participation in decisions that ultimately may affect public and environmental health and safety 
defines the foundation of our organization. Decision-making without fair and transparent public 
involvement erodes the democratic process and public trust. One of the strongest features of the 
regulatory Act is the right of public participation in the permitting process through public hearings.  
 
Whereas the Act lays out a robust baseline for implementing strong and meaningful public participation 
opportunities, the draft rules do not meet this standard, or the intent of the Act. 
 
Section 245.230 Permit Application and Department Review 
 
Subsection 245.230(e) fails to provide any time frame in governing submission of additional information 
to supplement applications deemed incomplete by the Department.  Allowing additional information, of 
any level of import, to be submitted to the Department any time before the 60-day decision period has 
ended without adequate time for public input is unacceptable. Such a system rewards applicants who 
submit a deficient application, and fail to correct the deficiency until after the public comment period has 
ended (or nearly ended.) It is therefore imperative that the section be revised to ensure that there are 
significant consequences for failure to submit all necessary information at the time of application.   
 

Two options the Department should consider include: 
1) Until the Department deems the application complete, the Department’s 60-day review period 

does not begin to run. The completeness determination, which could in principle be accomplished during 
the 5-day review period in Section 245.240, should assess not only whether all of the technical 
components of the application are present – i.e., sections (1) through (28) as required by Section 1-35 of 
the Act – but whether the substance of these components reflects the requirements of the Act and 
regulations as well, and provides sufficient factual detail.   

2) Allow the Department to identify a deficiency in the application at any time during the 60-day 
review period, but stop the clock on the Department’s 60-day deadline until the deficiency has been 
corrected and the opportunity for public participation has been provided. 

These two options are not mutually exclusive – both could be included in the rules as alternatives 
available to the Department. 
 
Section 245.270 Public Hearings 
 
Subsections 245.270(a)(3)(C)-(G) of the draft regulations should explicitly state that failure to include any 
of the additional items of a hearing request enumerated at subsections 245.270(a)(3)(C)-(G) of the draft 
regulations is not grounds for rejection of the hearing request. The Rules at Subsection 245.270(a) and the 
Act at Section 1-50(a) both clearly state that "any person having an interest that is or may be adversely 
affected, any government agency that is or may be affected, or the county board of a county to be affected 
under a proposed permit, may file a written request for public hearing." 
 
Subsection 245.270(a)(3)(E) should specify that the hearing requestor state the statutory or regulatory 
basis for the request “if applicable” rather than “if known.”  Nothing in the statute limits the basis for 
hearing requests to those grounded in specific legal provisions – a citizen who “is or may be affected” by 
hydraulic fracturing operations may simply want to raise questions or obtain further information about the 
operations and their potential impacts. 
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Subsection 245.270(a)(3)(F) requires the listing of all witnesses that will or may be called at the hearing, 
including their name, address and phone number and a summary of their expected testimony, if known.  
For absolute clarity, we suggest the word order be changed to: “…listing, if known, of all witnesses that 
will or may be called at the hearing, including their name, address and phone number and a summary of 
their expected testimony, if known.” 
 
Subsection 245.270(a)(6) requires that the intervention request be served upon the Department, the 
hearing officer, and the applicant. The Act Section 1-50(b) states, “The petitioner shall serve the petition 
upon the Department.” Clearly, the Act does not require the request be served on the hearing officer 
and/or the applicant. This additional requirement is burdensome to the public and does not reflect the Act 
as written. 
 
Subsection 245.270(b)(2) states: “All public hearings under this Part will be held in the county where the 
well site is located or such other location as the Department deems appropriate. “  (Emphasis added). It’s 
not realistic to expect the public to travel long distances to participate in a public process; therefore, 
holding public hearings outside of the county where the well site is located is completely inappropriate 
and unacceptable. Citizens should not be expected to use their own resources or time for long distance 
travel. Plus it will hinder citizens’ ability to call on local witnesses or the support of neighbors who are 
not able or willing to travel. Holding public hearings near the affected locations is fundamental to 
complete transparency and public accessibility to the permitting process. 
 
Subsection 245.270(c)(2) should delete the reference to the Hearing Officer issuing a decision. The 
purpose of the hearing is to allow citizens to elicit information, raise issues of importance, and develop 
the administrative record. The hearing officer’s job should be to report the proceedings back to the 
Department. 
 
Subsection 245.270(f) states, “If the party failing to appear [at the hearing] is the applicant, the hearing 
will not proceed and, absent an emergency situation beyond the applicant's control, the Department will 
reject the permit application.” In a situation where the applicant has a valid absence, a provision must be 
added to this section requiring the hearing to be rescheduled; and restart the 60-day time clock or stop the 
clock until a new hearing takes place. 
 
Subsection 245.270(g)(6) should be amended to specify that a representative from the Department not 
only appear and “be given an opportunity” to provide evidence, but that the representative shall testify 
under oath.  In addition, the provision should require that when any specific issues are raised in the 
hearing request, the Department shall provide a person or persons with knowledge of those specific issues 
to respond those issues. 
 
Subsection 245.270(i) should not place the burden on the hearing requestor to prove that the issues raised 
are worthy of consideration. The Act places the burden on the permit applicant to demonstrate that they 
are entitled to a permit. To the extent those requesting the hearing raise legitimate questions as to whether 
a permit should be issued, or issued with particular conditions, it remains the applicant’s responsibility to 
address those questions to the satisfaction of the Department. Furthermore, the concept of burden of proof 
may not be relevant or necessary in many cases, and it is well within the Department’s discretion to not 
establish any burden of proof at all for these hearings. Neither the Act nor the Illinois Administrative 
Procedure Act (IAPA) mandate a particular burden of proof, nor do they require that a burden of proof be 
specified at all, for these public hearings. 
 
Subsection 245.270(m) stating that the Hearing Officer “shall prepare a decision,” should be revised to 
“shall report the proceedings back to the Department, and make recommendations as appropriate.” The 
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purpose of the public hearing is to allow citizens to ask questions and provide information, which all must 
go into the administrative record.  
 
Subsection 245.270(n), which allows the applicant to correct deficiencies identified at the hearing without 
any time limit for making the correction or opportunity for the public to review the corrections is 
unacceptable. The public must be allowed adequate time for meaningful review and comment of permit 
modifications, even if it means extending the 60-day deadline. At the minimum, the public should have 
10 days to review and respond to new information. (see below).  
 
Section 245.330 Permit Modifications 
 
Subsection 245.330(b)(1) should be modified to state: “Sections of a permit modification application that 
are not the subject of and/or not impacted by a proposed deviation from an original permit are not 
required to be completed.” Since it’s possible that a potential significant impact of a modification would 
not be the “subject of” the modification but rather a consequence of it this change is necessary. 
 
Subsections 245.300(b)(2) and (3) should be revised to delete reference to the “hearing decision.”  Public 
hearings may not result in decisions. Many people requesting hearings merely want to ask questions and 
get more information. 
 
Subsection 245.330(c) states, “If a permit modification application proposes to move the well, including 
the horizontal well bore, add new horizontal well bores, or add length to any existing or planned 
horizontal well bores, such that any address of a different person, any different municipality or different 
county would receive notice if the proposed modification application were a new permit application, the 
permit modification shall be considered a significant deviation from the original application and permit 
(Section 1-55(c) of the Act).” As written, a permit modification proposing to do any or all of the 
aforementioned things that do not affect different entities would not require any form of public notice 
even though the significant deviation might well affect or cause concern to entities at addresses in the 
original application. The draft rules must be revised to reflect the Act that states, “The Department shall 
provide notice of the proposed modification and opportunity for comment and hearing to the persons 
who received specific public notice under Section 1-40 of this Act and shall publish the notice and 
the proposed modification on its website.” (Emphasis added.) Therefore, all entities that received 
special notice of the original permit application, or were party to a hearing concerning it, should receive 
notice about the significant deviation as well. 
 
Furthermore, “significant deviation” is not clearly or thoroughly defined in the draft rules. The draft rules 
appear to define as a significant deviation only those modifications that “propose to move the well, 
including the horizontal well bore, add new horizontal well bores, or add length to any existing or planned 
horizontal well bores.” We agree that these changes represent examples of significant deviations, but 
there are certainly additional situations that should be considered significant deviation, such as changing 
the well depth or target formation, relocation of access roads, or change in the traffic or water plans.  
Therefore, we recommend a revision that defines significant deviation as any proposed change that would 
differ significantly from the original permit application. Also, when examples are used it must be clear 
that they include but are not limited to those examples. 
 
Subsection 245.330(d) should include the following language: “Such modification shall not be granted 
unless the proposed action is modified so that the criteria set forth in subsection 245.300(c)(4) are met.” 
As written this subsection seems to imply that a permit modification that poses a “serious risk” to public 
health or the environment could nonetheless be granted without changes that eliminate that risk.  
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In addition to these two areas of particular concern to our membership—enforcement and public 
participation--we are also aware of and agree with the comments submitted by the Office of the Attorney 
General; by the Natural Resources Defense Council, Environmental Law and Policy Center, Faith in 
Place, Respiratory Health Association, and the Illinois Environmental Council; and by Illinois People’s 
Action/Fair Economy Illinois/IIRON. 

 
 We urge you to take the necessary time to thoroughly examine our comments, as well as those of 
others, and make the necessary revisions in order to implement the law as written. It is imperative that the 
regulations provide at a minimum the protections for the public and the environment set forth in the Act, 
especially since the Act itself represents the minimum acceptable regulation to our members. 
 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Jack Darin 
Director 
 
 

 


